
RELAY INFRINGEMENT / INCIDENT (WORLD ATHLETICS & UKA) – INDOOR 2022 
 

EVENT: ................................................  UMPIRING POSITION No: ..................................... 
Heat No:...............................................  Umpire’s Name: ...................................................... 
Semi-final No:  .....................................  Signed:  ................................................................... 
Final:  ...................................................       Lap Number:............................................................ 
Team Name/No: ..................................  Lane No or Relay Leg No:  ...................................... 
 

Rule No: Description 
CR 18.5 Unsporting manner / improper conduct. (Referee note: Conduct Warning YC/YRC/RC) 
TR 17.2.2 Jostling/Obstruction.  Impeded Athlete No..................... (Details on reverse) 
TR 17.3.1 Ran on left lane line (...... steps)                  Ran over left lane line (……… steps) 

Referee note:  “L” applied for 1 step on line  yes / no 
TR 17.3.2 Ran on kerb or line marking inside border on a bend (.... steps) 

Ran over kerb or line marking inside border on bend (.... steps) 
Referee note:  “L” applied for 1 step on line  yes / no  

TR 17.4 Lane infringement resulting in material advantage 
TR17.4.3-4 For Referee, DQ for any 2nd lane infringement in the same event 
TR 17.6 Continuing in the race after voluntarily leaving the track for ........ steps on Lap No...... 
TR 24.4 More than 1 check mark. Judges to direct to adapt or remove any extra marks. If not, 

Judges to remove them (Serious cases CR 18.5) 
TR 24.5 Fault carrying the baton: running without the baton / finishing the race without the 

baton, using gloves or substances on hand (Details on reverse) 
TR 24.6 Fault at recovering a dropped baton 
TR 24.7 Passing the baton outside the takeover zone (early / late takeover) 
TR 24.9 Taking the baton from another team 
TR 24.19 Starting outside the takeover zone 
TR 44.6 Leaving the assigned lane ........ metres before the Breakline 
TR 48.4 Changing line-up order after being placed in position (4x200, 4x400 or 4x800 relay) 
 Other Infringement/incident (Details on reverse) 
  

 
Please indicate on track plan the exact position of the infringement/incident 

ITO Signature: _____________________________         Name: ___________________________ 
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